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Built on the five years of experience of the author of the popular Windows 10 tool "Panda USB Recovery" and some inspiration from the likes of Mac Disk Shredder and Eraser, PanDa Standard users can complete a comprehensive and trustworthy file erasure with the software. There are two different main functions of PanDa Standard: it allows you
to erase files with different quality and it also supports the safe erasure of portable devices, SD cards, and hard drives. Alternate File Shredder is a simple-to-use and effective software application that permits you to permanently eliminate files from the computer, in order to prevent other users from recovering it with specialized tools. It features some
advanced settings that can be easily tinkered with. After a brief and uneventful setup procedure, you are welcomed by a regular frame with a clear-cut structure, representing Alternate File Shredder's interface. Shred files and folders It is possible to add files and folders to the task list by dropping them into the main frame while navigating disk
locations, and you can check out the name, format and date, along with the time and date of each item. Shred file names, overwrite data, and wipe free space Before proceeding with the shredding operation, Alternate File Shredder can be asked to overwrite the data with random information and shred file names to make it even harder for other users
to attempt and retrieve the files, ignore write protection (whenever available), and disable deletion confirmations. You can also pick the number of iterations and wipe free space to prevent the retrieval or already deleted items. Evaluation and conclusion There were no types of issues throughout our tests, thanks to the fact that Alternate File Shredder
did not freeze, crash or pop up error messages. It takes reasonable time to eliminate files and uses low CPU and memory, so it doesn't hamper system performance. Plus, it lets you examine logged information with the program's activity. All in all, Alternate File Shredder comes packed with powerful and easy-to-use options for securely deleting files
and folders. Alternate File Shredder Description: Now you can safely erase sensitive data from all USB memory sticks, flash drives and external hard drives, SD cards, notebooks, smartphones, tablets, USB drives and flash memory drives, even the secure SDXC cards. The SafelyErase Pro tool erases data using the most advanced and most powerful
algorithms, and it also erases
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Alternate File Shredder is a simple-to-use and effective software application that permits you to permanently eliminate files from the computer, in order to prevent other users from recovering it with specialized tools. It features some advanced settings that can be easily tinkered with. After a brief and uneventful setup procedure, you are welcomed by
a regular frame with a clear-cut structure, representing Alternate File Shredder's interface. Shred files and folders, overwrite data, and wipe free space It is possible to add files and folders to the task list by dropping them into the main frame while navigating disk locations, and you can check out the name, format and date, along with the time and date
of each item. Shred file names, overwrite data, and wipe free space Before proceeding with the shredding operation, Alternate File Shredder can be asked to overwrite the data with random information and shred file names to make it even harder for other users to attempt and retrieve the files, ignore write protection (whenever available), and disable
deletion confirmations. You can also pick the number of iterations and wipe free space to prevent the retrieval or already deleted items. Evaluation and conclusion There were no types of issues throughout our tests, thanks to the fact that Alternate File Shredder did not freeze, crash or pop up error messages. It takes reasonable time to eliminate files
and uses low CPU and memory, so it doesn't hamper system performance. Plus, it lets you examine logged information with the program's activity. All in all, Alternate File Shredder comes packed with powerful and easy-to-use options for securely deleting files and folders. Alternate File Shredder Screenshots: Report Comments alternate-fileshredder 07/09/2013 3 Can you make a windows 7 or 8 version? The report is okay but it's missing some important things I requested and they are listed below. I'm pretty sure the program has other problems but the report doesn't cover those. I had a few questions that were asked in the comments above. 1) How to have different shred size options for
both files and folders? 2) How to run it when it's installed? I have a dual boot system with windows 7 and 8.7. I'm not sure which one it runs on but it says it runs on win 8. 3) Is there a option to set it up to remove all documents in a folder? 77a5ca646e
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Alternate File Shredder is a simple-to-use and effective software application that permits you to permanently eliminate files from the computer, in order to prevent other users from recovering it with specialized tools. It features some advanced settings that can be easily tinkered with. After a brief and uneventful setup procedure, you are welcomed by
a regular frame with a clear-cut structure, representing Alternate File Shredder's interface. Shred files and folders It is possible to add files and folders to the task list by dropping them into the main frame while navigating disk locations, and you can check out the name, format and date, along with the time and date of each item. Shred file names,
overwrite data, and wipe free space Before proceeding with the shredding operation, Alternate File Shredder can be asked to overwrite the data with random information and shred file names to make it even harder for other users to attempt and retrieve the files, ignore write protection (whenever available), and disable deletion confirmations. You can
also pick the number of iterations and wipe free space to prevent the retrieval or already deleted items. Evaluation and conclusion There were no types of issues throughout our tests, thanks to the fact that Alternate File Shredder did not freeze, crash or pop up error messages. It takes reasonable time to eliminate files and uses low CPU and memory, so
it doesn't hamper system performance. Plus, it lets you examine logged information with the program's activity. All in all, Alternate File Shredder comes packed with powerful and easy-to-use options for securely deleting files and folders. Alternate File Shredder Download Free | Download Alternate File Shredder KillAllRecordings Ultimate is an
application which is very useful for every users to store, edit and share their movies, videos and TV series as well as take back their recordings from portable devices and PCs. It will let you search movies, TV shows and user media quickly from huge database. It can also help you retrieve the recording files and find duplicated movies or TV shows
from computer. This powerful and easy-to-use program is very suitable for everyone. KillAllRecordings Ultimate is an application which is very useful for every users to store, edit and share their movies, videos and TV series as well as take back their recordings from portable devices and PCs. It will let you search movies, TV shows and user media
quickly from huge database. It can also help you
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Vendoza DVD/CD Copy is the ultimate DVD/CD copying software program that lets you copy DVDs and CDs from disc to disc or vice versa, and from DVD/CD to hard drive, with ease and simplicity. It is an easy-to-use, fast and reliable tool that lets you copy any kind of disc to any drive, you can even copy video DVDs and discs with the help of
this cool software. The following is a brief overview of the features of Vendoza DVD/CD Copy: Copy and create multiple or single DVD/CDs from DVD/CD to DVD/CD Burn existing ISO, DVD or CD image files to discs Burn any videos DVD/CDs and discs to DVD/CDs View and manage all your discs and project your projects in any format.
There are some options, such as the number of copies, audio settings and output folder, that can be tinkered with. The interface is user-friendly, and it is pretty fast and is not resource-intensive. All-in-all, Vendoza DVD/CD Copy is an excellent and popular tool for copying and creating a new DVD/CD and is a must-have app in every PC. Features:
Bart's Gametime Deluxe is a simple and easy-to-use program that helps you track and keep an eye on your important game dates, as well as play and arrange games you've saved. In short, the only disadvantage of Bart's Gametime Deluxe is that it doesn't allow you to watch or organize games with difficulty or invert search results. Add dates to any
game Bart's Gametime Deluxe can be used to add the date to any game in a very easy and secure way. Just drag and drop a game on the interface, and click on the dates tab to see all available dates for that particular game. You can also add dates to favorite games, view details, and play your favorite game with the click of a button. Display your
favorite games The interface of Bart's Gametime Deluxe is cool, clean, user-friendly and attractive. The program has a list of all available games on the left side of the screen, and the details of each game on the right side. You can play any game by scrolling left to right. You can also change the interface by clicking on the settings button in the main
menu. Watch and arrange your games with ease The program is extremely easy to use, and you can watch or arrange your favorite games with ease. There is also a list of all other games that you can play. Evaluation and conclusion Bart's Gametime Deluxe is a powerful and easy-to-use tool that helps you play, arrange and watch your favorite games.
Description:
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.66GHz RAM: 2 GB Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 9400M, ATI Radeon HD 6870, Intel HD Graphics 4000, AMD Radeon HD 4870 DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 @ 3.1GHz RAM: 3
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